Single or Multiple Conversational Agents? An Interactional Coherence Comparison
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ABSTRACT
Chatbots focusing on a narrow domain of expertise are in great rise. As several tasks require multiple expertise, a designer may integrate multiple chatbots in the background or include them as interlocutors in a conversation. We investigated both scenarios by means of a Wizard of Oz experiment, in which participants talked to chatbots about visiting a destination. We analyzed the conversation content, users’ speech, and reported impressions. We found no significant difference between single- and multi-chatbot scenarios. However, even with equivalent conversation structures, users reported more confusion in multi-chatbot interactions and adopted strategies to organize turn-taking. Our findings indicate that implementing a meta-chatbot may not be necessary, since similar conversation structures occur when interacting to multiple chatbots, but different interactional aspects must be considered for each scenario.
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INTRODUCTION
Conversational agents, also called chatbots, have drawn attention from both academia and industry [9,66]. Commercially available systems include conversational agents that talk to users through text or voice [43,51,60]. Pandorabots Platform hosted more than 285,000 conversational agents in April 2017. It is expected that messaging platforms take places of many websites and apps with graphical user interfaces [13].

Most available chatbots are designed to perform tasks in a highly specific domain. For instance, there are chatbots able to book flights and hotels, recommend restaurants, organize
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calendars [58], and provide tourist information [15]. These chatbots do not interact with each other, and a human still must combine the received information to make a decision.

To mitigate this issue, some practitioners suggest developing meta-chatbots [1,21,39] to combine available chatbots and assemble a single chatbot to satisfy the user’s multiple-domain needs. Alternatively, chatbots could be adapted to participate in a multi-party conversation, federating user requests across a community of agents. Designing a meta-chatbot requires coordination of specific-domains chatbots in background; and putting multiple interlocutors in a single chat tool may create conversational problems, such as the increase in occurrences of entangled messages, disruptive sequences, and topic exchange, which may result in incoherent conversations [4,25,45,54]. Indeed, the literature of human-human and computer-mediated conversations have shown that two- and multi-party interactions have different characteristics [23,25,65].

In this paper, we focus on comparing the interactional coherence in both scenarios, following the method proposed by Herring [25]. For this purpose, we conducted a Wizard of Oz experiment with 24 participants divided into two groups. Participants from the first group interacted with a meta-chatbot, which worked as a facade to three different specialized chatbots; participants from the second group interacted directly with the chatbots in a single conversation.

Our main contribution is to identify differences in interaction when users engage either single or multiple persona chatbots for an information gathering task. We found evidence that organizing turn-taking is more strongly related to the number of interlocutors than to the coherence imposed by the conversational structure. As domain-specialized chatbots may lower user expectancy and can have better natural language processing (NLP), since the vocabulary and topics become more restricted, our results indicate that this may be a feasible approach to integrate the myriad of specialized chatbots available. We showed that several aspects of the conversation dynamics are not significantly different, although participants reported feeling more confused in multi-chatbot than in single-chatbot interactions. Users decide for themselves which agent to interact with, thus effectively offloading some of the NLP burdens to the intelligence of the user. We conclude with insights for designing conversational agents.
BACKGROUND

Conversational agents are computer programs that interact with humans using natural language [56]. Although the idea of conversational agents is not new [9], advances in areas such as artificial intelligence [7], natural language processing [28], and cognitive systems [44] have boosted their growth.

The social responsiveness trigged in humans when interacting with computers [12,41,42] favors the use of conversational agents. However, recent studies showed that people change behavior in human-machine communication [40,57]. Besides, the literature on human-to-human interaction has discussed differences between two- and multi-party interactions [23,25,29,65]. However, little is known about scenarios in which conversational agents are interlocutors. In the next section, we discuss why comparing two- vs. multi-party conversations are timely and important in human-chatbot interactions.

Single- vs. multi-party interactions

Most currently available chatbots are developed to manage only two-party conversations (a single conversational agent interacting with a single user). Two-party interactions are easier to manage because the chatbot and user intercalate turns-to-speak throughout the conversation [3]. However, current limitations in NLP prevent a single chatbot to hold conversations in a wide domain of expertise [17], and several tasks demand multi-domain knowledge. For example, planning a trip involves accommodations, food, things to do, weather forecasts, safety, transportation, and so forth. Developing a single chatbot capable of holding multi-domain conversations is still an open challenge [20].

Alternatively, some studies suggest to maintaining the conversation in a two-party scenario, but manage the multiple-domain aspect of the interaction in background. Practitioners named it as meta-chatbot [1,21,39], which is a single chatbot that is capable of wrapping the knowledge of domain-specific chatbots that can be provided by multiple vendors. In this line, Griel and Molina [20] propose an architecture to integrate agents in a single interface.

In contrast, domain-specific chatbots may participate in multi-party conversations, where each agent has its own expertise and somehow coordinate the conversation to each other to perform a task. For example, Bayser et al. [3] propose an architecture for multi-party conversational systems, where a “mediator chatbot” is responsible for calling domain-specific chatbots to the conversation.

Nevertheless, there is a lack of studies to compare the alternatives. In this paper, we analyze whether the number of chatbots as interlocutors impacts the conversation structure and users’ behaviors. Inspired by previous research in interactional coherence [2,4,14,45], we analyzed each scenario from two perspectives: turn-taking and sequential coherence. The next sections discuss how these concepts have been investigated in the previous literature.

Turn-taking

Turn-taking represents the agreement that each person engaged in a conversation will have the opportunity to talk [52]. In two-party conversations, it is expected that participants alternate turns [52]. In multi-party scenarios, the conversations may include additional protocols, because participants negotiate the next speaker [16]; for example, explicitly assigning a turn [52,63] or self-selecting a turn when realizing that the current turn is complete [2]. Current chatbots are not prepared to self-select turns, and only interact when a turn is explicitly assigned to them [65]. Recent studies [48,50] analyze turn-taking in multi-party scenarios including conversational agents. In these studies, the conversational agents do not interactively communicate, but only answer a request when they are required to do so. In the example presented by Bayser et al. [3], the turns are mostly coordinated by the mediator chatbot, who explicitly call the specialized chatbots to speak. Uthus and Aka [65], on the other hand, propose a chatbot that self-select a turn to introduce a topic from external sources, but this chatbot does not consider the topic being discussed.

In this paper, we analyze whether users behave differently when one or more conversational agents are involved in a turn-taking process (deciding who should talk). The research question that guided this analysis was:

**RQ1**: Does the multiplicity of chatbots as interlocutors influence how people organize turn-taking?

Conversation analysis theory [52] argues that interlocutors work to avoid gaps and overlaps between messages in face-to-face conversations. By contrast, in the computer-mediated communication field, Anderson et al. [2] state that lengthy strategic pauses work as a cue to another interlocutor to self-select a turn; Porcheron et al. [48] observed mutual production of silence when people interact with a single conversational agent in a multi-party scenario, which shows an agreement to hand over the turn to the agent.

In this paper, we observed users’ behaviors when they finish their turns and wait for chatbots’ responses. We also discuss whether the gaps between messages caused more overlaps when interacting with a single or multiple chatbots. The research question that guided this analysis was:

**RQ2**: Does the multiplicity of chatbot as interlocutors influence the occurrence of topic overlap?

Sequential coherence

The chatbot discussed by Uthus and Aka [65] can self-select a turn to introduce new topics, but it does not preserve the sequential coherence, because it does not consider the topic being discussed. Sequential coherence is the unification of two complementary principles in conversation [25]: adjacency pairs and relevance. Adjacency pairs describe how responses or follow-up to a previous turn should occur adjacent to one another in a temporal sequence. An adjacency pair comprises at least two utterances: a first pair
part (e.g., question) and the correspondent second pair part (e.g., response) [25,52]. Relevance requires that the responses or follow-ups should be semantically close or clearly related to the previous turns [52]. Understanding sequential coherence helps to identify reply-to relationships and reconstruct the interaction among interlocutors [12].

The sequential organization implied by adjacency pairs is a challenge in computer-mediated communication [4]. The adjacency pairs are regularly disrupted by intervening, irrelevant messages [25], which violates sequential coherence. Berglund [4] argues that participants can create coherence despite the disrupted turn adjacency. Some techniques highlighted in the literature [4,12] are the use of quotations, speaker selection, and lexical relation.

Most research on interactions with chatbots focuses on the relevance of the chatbots’ utterance to the associated adjacency pair part [31,37,69], but does not address the miscommunication caused by disrupted turn adjacency [4]. To avoid disruptive messages, Garrido et al. [15] propose a chatbot that asks the users if they want more information in each proposition. Although it apparently reduces disruptive messages, it also decreases interactivity and turns the user into a passive ‘yes-no’ responder. Linden et al. [36] propose that the chatbot suggests a solution to a user request and expects that the user will critique it. Then, the chatbot refines the solution based on the user’s critique. Although this approach is more likely to maintain interactivity, it also has a highly complex model with databases containing many variables, for instance, multiple sub-domains for travel planning. Both studies focus on two-party conversations. We could not find studies on disruptive sequential coherence that consider multi-party conversations involving chatbots.

In this paper, we expect variance in the users’ reactions to having a single (multi-domain) chatbot or multiple (specialized) chatbots introducing new topics, which might be perceived as disruptive from the user’s point of view. Hence, we focus on analyzing the disruptive adjacency pairs, guided by the following research question:

RQ3: Does the multiplicity of chatbot as interlocutors influence sequential coherence when the chatbots proactively insert topics in conversation?

METHOD
We performed a Wizard of Oz (WOZ) experiment [8], as done in several other chatbots studies [6,62]. In WOZ experiments, “subjects are told they are interacting with a computer system, though in fact, they are not” [22]. This technique helps designers to consider unique qualities of human-machine communication in initial design stages and to understand users’ expectations when interacting with conversational systems [8]. Besides, this method enables to control for some limitations of NLP.

To make wizards sound like chatbots, we simulated a retrieval-based approach [5], where wizards selected responses based on keywords. If the keywords were not in the database, they did not answer. The responses were built to sound like a chatbot (simple vocabulary/compositions), and the wizards were not allowed to adapt them. The same database was used for both scenarios.

We first selected the context for conversation, built the databases, and instructed the wizards. After that, we selected participants who would talk to the supposed “chatbots.” We collected the following data: conversation content; researcher’s qualitative impressions about participants’ behaviors during the interaction; and participants’ impressions. The following subsections detail each step.

Selecting the context
We selected a travel-planning context for our experiment. When planning a trip, it is common to look for information online and talk to family, friends, and colleagues [18]. However, it can be difficult to make a decision when there are many options [46], and online travel information searches can be overwhelming [34,47]. Previous studies [41,42] showed that people apply social rules and expectations to computers. Therefore, chatbots could serve as word-of-mouth travel information providers, helping visitors find useful information just by asking, rather than by combining and filtering information from heterogeneous sources, which are increasing with the rise of smart cities [10].

Building the knowledge database
Since the experiment involves exploring a destination, we chose a tourist city: Natal, Brazil. We selected three domains for the conversational agents—nature (the coast, beaches, national parks, etc.); culture (architecture, museums, theaters, and history); and shopping (handmade crafts, malls, and souvenirs)—and built a database for each domain. We collected recurrent information from multiple travel websites (e.g., TripAdvisor) and organized it in pairs of keyword-responses in a spreadsheet, which the wizards searched to find an appropriate statement and copy it to the chat.

Training the wizards
We selected three senior undergraduate students from a Computer Science major to work as wizards. They accepted a confidentiality agreement and underwent two training sessions. Each wizard was assigned one domain; hence, they manipulated only one database. When acting in a multi-chatbots interaction, each one interacted, representing one conversational agent. When acting in a single-chatbot interaction, only one wizard actively talked to the participant, but three wizards worked together to provide answers, following the same pattern as the other group.

The wizards were trained to answer a user’s proposition (whether it was addressed to them or not) only if it contained keywords from their database. When the proposition was addressed to a particular chatbot, the wizard should always answer, and use a default error message when the database had no related answer. In addition, they could proactively
insert new topics when either they did not know how to answer a question (for example, after a default error message) or keywords related to their knowledge base showed up in the conversation. In the last case, the goal was attracting attention to an aspect that the agent knew about. When no conversational agent had knowledge about the topic requested by the user, the chatbot which answered the last relevant answer sent the default error message. Our wizards were instructed to handle typos and to avoid sending duplicated messages if users corrected a typo in a subsequent message, similarly to most APIs for chatbot development.

Three main aspects were emphasized to the wizards. First, they were to ensure that the only difference between conversational agents’ behaviors in a single- versus a multi-chatbots interaction was the user’s awareness about whether one or more agents talked to them. Hence, in both scenarios, users would receive the same number of responses, originated from different chatbots or from a single chatbot. Figures 1 and 2 depict this characteristic for interactions in both scenarios.

Second, when participating in a multi-chatbots interaction, they were to answer a user proposition only if the statement was directed to them or related to their domain. This means that participants should not expect to receive three answers for each request. Finally, wizards would not directly talk to each other. All messages were addressed to the participant.

**Participants and groups**

Undergraduate students from a Brazilian university were invited to participate. Twenty-four students accepted the invitation and voluntarily participated (18 male and six female). Participants were between 18 and 29 years-old and used Internet every day. Twenty-one participants affirmed that they used chat tools in general (for instance, WhatsApp or Facebook Messenger) every day, while the remaining 3 stated that they used them periodically. Regarding the interaction with chatbots, most participants (21) periodically interacted with chatbots, while only one participant reported to use chatbots every day. Two participants had never interacted with a chatbot.

Each participant randomly received an identification number between one and 24; those with odd numbers were assigned to the single-chatbot interaction group, and those with even numbers were assigned to the multi-chatbots interaction group. The single-chatbot interaction group represents the participants who interacted with a single conversational agent, simulating a scenario where a meta-chatbot represents three different specialized chatbots. The multi-chatbots interaction group comprises the participants who interacted with three specialized chatbots in a multi-party chat.

**The experiment**

The experiment was conducted in a lab in which each participant chatted individually with the chatbots. After a brief introduction to the study, the participant was invited to connect to a Facebook account. The participant could connect to his/her own Facebook account or use an account provided by the researchers, as his/her preference. Once they logged in, the researcher invited them to open a Facebook Messenger chat with the chatbot(s) they should interact with. During this step, the researcher introduced the chatbot (or multiple chatbots) and its/their expertise. A printed task description was provided for reference. The task stated that the participant should “talk to the chatbot(s) to decide where they should go” in their first day in the destination.

The researcher invited the participants to “think aloud,” so we could collect qualitative impressions about the interaction. While participants chatted with the chatbots, a researcher remained in the lab at a reasonable distance; this was important to foster participants to talk. Some participants did not talk, and they were not pressured to do
so. In this case, the researcher remained distant and silent, so that the participant did not feel troubled by her presence.

Each interaction lasted from 7 to 14 minutes. We did not control the duration, the interaction protocol, or the kind of information the participants search for, because we expected them to complete the task as close to a real interaction as possible. The only restriction was that the source of information to complete the task should be the chat with conversational agents.

The researcher in the lab expected to observe how the participants reacted to the interaction and whether they felt that the task had been successfully completed. In some interactions, the researcher conducted a short debrief session to collect additional data and to clarify doubts about the participant’s reactions.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

We analyzed interactional coherence following the method proposed by Herring [24]. Herring observed that communication characteristics such as the lack of simultaneous feedback and disrupted turn adjacency have an impact on interactional coherence for task-oriented conversation; hence, it helps to compare whether including multiple chatbots as interlocutors in the same chat turns the conversation into a more disruptive scenario. We performed a qualitative analysis of the data collected—textual conversation, observation, and users’ impressions reported during debrief sessions—combined with quantitative evidence gathered from the conversation structure analysis.

We analyzed interactional coherence in terms of turn-taking and sequential coherence [25], two aspects frequently studied in the discourse analysis literature [25,52,54]. Regarding **turn-taking**, we analyze how the organization of the conversation in terms of turns-to-talk differ from using a single and multiple chatbots in the same chat. We also analyze whether the gap between user messages and conversational agent responses increases overlap [25]. As in a text-based interaction, we do not have “simultaneous talk”; rather, we analyze overlap by looking at entangled messages, which are distant from their response by more than one proposition [29,65].

Regarding **sequential coherence**, since we expect the chatbots’ utterances to have similar relevance, we focused on investigating whether the frequency of disruptive sequences varies between groups when conversational agents proactively insert new topics.

**Finding and coding references**

For the first step, we applied Dynamic Topic Analysis (DTA) [26] to code the conversation. We applied this coding style because it adheres to Herring’s definition of interactional coherence and provides a visualization tool for the conversation structure analysis [24]. We coded the conversation to identify: role (Chatbot or User); topic; adjacent pairs (which proposition X the proposition Y refers to); message type (the implied action in the proposition: greetings, given option, general information, request, option choice, error, and user/bot insert topic); average of the semantic distance (to what degree the proposition is related to its associated adjacent part pair; see [26] for details); and comments.

We focused our analysis on the User/Bot insert topic type to determine how these messages impacted sequential coherence. Users/bots were considered inserting a topic when their proposition shift the topic being discussed. When the adjacency pair (proposition-response) was sequential, coherent, and semantically related, comments received an NA value. The other possible codes were ignored (when the proposition has no further responses—there is no “second pair part” to the proposition), misunderstanding (when the subsequent proposition is semantically distant), entangled (when the proposition is distant from its adjacent-pair by more than one proposition), repetition (when the proposition repeats previous proposition), and modification (when the proposition repeats the idea of a previous one, but with different words). We focused on entangled messages to understand overlap in turn-taking, and on ignored messages, which support the analysis of sequential coherence.

**Building Discourse Structures**

We summarized data according to the metrics discussed in the DSA process. We classified each proposition into one discourse element type [29]: seed (a proposition that begins a new thread), chain (a message with one reply), fork (a message with multiple replies), tail (a message inside a thread with no further replies), and isolated (a message without reference or replies).

**Analyzing Discourse Structures**

We performed a quantitative analysis to measure wizards’ behavior to verify whether they presented equivalent behavior in both scenarios. We measured the frequency of both the chatbot’s seed messages and the average of semantic distance per conversation per group.

For turn-taking organization, we considered mostly qualitative evidence, focusing on the textual conversation and users’ reports. We used quantitative measures to compare the overlaps in each group, represented by the distance between a proposition and its response. In contrast, for sequential coherence, we measured the frequency of chatbots’ seed messages followed (creating a new chain in the conversation structure) or ignored (creating a disruptive sequence) by the user. We also measured the frequency of ignored topics somehow discussed and never discussed per conversation.

The qualitative analysis also revealed other relevant results, and we report them in a separate section, since they are not guided by the presented research questions, but have important implications for design.

To convert the corpora in 24 numerically-comparable observations, we normalized each metric as the frequency of occurrences inside the conversation and compared the mean
of the proportions between groups for each variable. We report numerical significance of comparisons using Student’s t-test (for normally distributed data, checking normality with the Shapiro-Wilk test), or an equivalent simulation-based test (for non-normally distributed data, using a permutation test with 10,000 replicates). We consider a p-value < 0.05 as statistically significant.

**FINDINGS**

We analyzed a total of 781 propositions, divided into 366 messages in *single-chatbot* (30.50 messages per conversation on average, \( \sigma = 6.11 \)), and 415 messages in *multi-chatbots interactions* (34.58 messages per conversation on average, \( \sigma = 7.81 \)). We expected *single-chatbot* interactions to be smaller than *multi-chatbots interactions*. However, conversations did not significantly vary in length (t=1.43, df=20.80, p-value=0.17). If we remove greetings messages (all the three conversational agents say “hello” at the beginning and “you are welcome” at the end of conversations), the average of all propositions is close across the groups: 318 for *single-chatbot* (26.50 on average, \( \sigma = 6.11 \)) and 319 for *multi-chatbots interactions* (26.58 on average, \( \sigma = 7.80 \)).

Our findings are split into three subsections: turn-taking processes and sequential coherence, which were guided by the general research question; and other general findings, which came to light during qualitative analysis and have important implications for conversational agent design.

**Turn-taking process**

We investigated whether the participants of the two groups behaved differently in terms of the turn-taking process, answering **RQ1**. We found out that people behave differently when interacting with a single or with multiple chatbots. As expected, in the *single-chatbot* interactions, the participants naturally alternated turns with the chatbots. However, in *multi-chatbots interactions*, we observed that users failed to organize turn-taking, and some of them even expended some effort trying to define a turn-taking protocol.

In a *multi-chatbot* scenario, some participants tried to use the chatbots’ names to assign the next turn and expected to receive only one response. For instance, when M-P04 said “Hello” and three chatbots answered the greeting, he said aloud: “*Who should I talk to?*,” and wrote “*Nature Agent, which tours do you suggest?*” He complained when other chatbots answered his utterance and ignored all chatbots’ attempts to speak when he did not call them nominally, resulting in a rather linear conversation. In contrast, some participants expected that all chatbots would answer all propositions, presuming that they would have one-to-one conversations with each chatbot, but at the same time. These participants expected alternate turns with the chatbot, where the “first pair part” in an adjacency pair would result in three different “second pair parts.” For instance, at the beginning of the conversation, M-P20 waited until all the conversational agents had answered. She was surprised when she asked about hiking and the Shopping Agent did not answer. She said “Nice! It didn’t answer because hiking is not a shopping tour!” During the interaction, M-P20 only sent “I want to...” propositions (e.g. “I want to eat,” “I want to listen to music,” and so forth), expecting to know which suggestion each chatbot would provide. Participant M-P12 said aloud, “There are only two of them answering me,” after receiving some messages from Nature and Culture chatbots. Then, when the Shopping chatbot sent a message (related to the latest Culture chatbot message), he said: “Besides being late in the conversation, he said something unrelated to my question.”

However, in a *single-chatbot* scenario, none of them complained when the conversational agent inserted different topics. For instance, when S-P01 asked about “touristic spots,” the conversational agent sent three responses: the first one about culture, the second one about nature, and the third one about shopping (as would be in a *multi-chatbots set*). Nevertheless, S-P01 did not seem uncomfortable with that; he simply chose one topic, ignored the other two, and continued the conversation.

Notably, conversational agents’ behaviors did not change between both scenarios, particularly regarding the insertion of *seed* messages. Comparing the proportion of chatbots’ *seed* messages per conversations, we observed that, on average, 17% of messages were chatbot’s seeds in *single-chatbot* scenarios, versus 15% in *multi-chatbots* scenarios, \( \sigma = 0.06 \) for both scenarios (t=0.63, df=21.93, p-value=0.53). Therefore, the difference in the conversation only related to the users’ awareness about how the conversation took place. Even so, users behaved differently regarding the turn-taking process in each scenario.

**We conclude that the multiplicity of chatbots as interlocutors influences the importance of establishing a perceived protocol for turn-taking. In multi-party interactions, a well-defined turn-taking protocol guides users on negotiating who should have the next turn (or with whom they should talk first), rather than which topic they should talk about first.**

The second aspect we investigated relates to the impact of the gap between users’ messages and conversational agents’ responses (**RQ2**). Our first observation is that response-time is an issue. Curiously, the problem was mainly reported in *single-chatbot interactions*, in which most participants complained about delayed responses, even when the delay was only a few seconds. This probably happened because with *multi-chatbots* the delay was mostly for the first message. For *single-chatbot*, there was an additional delay for each message, since only one wizard had an active role.

Users explicitly reported that they expected the response to appear immediately when they sent a message. For instance, during his interaction, S-P09 said aloud “*It is taking a while... did it crash?*” In the debrief section, when asked if something annoyed him during the interaction, S-P11 reported that it is annoying when conversational agent “took a while to respond.” Participant S-P21 even started to use her
smartphone while waiting for the chatbot’s answer. No participant in the multi-chatbots scenario mentioned or reacted to the delay.

Although users complained about delay more frequently in single-chatbot interactions, we found no significant difference in overlap between groups (t=1.70, df=20.72, p-value=0.10). When measuring entangled messages, the mean distance between a statement and its response per conversation was, on average, 1.73 (σ=0.48) and 2.03 (σ=1.95) messages in single- and multi-chatbots scenarios, respectively.

We conclude that response-time was less annoying in the multi-chatbots interactions, but we lack enough evidence to state that the multiplicity of chatbots caused more entangled messages, because in both scenarios the common behavior was to wait for answers rather than start another thread.

**Sequential coherence**

Regarding sequential coherence, we analyzed the effects of the conversational agent’s active role. Since the only difference between both scenarios should be the number of interlocutors, we do not expect conversations to be semantically different. In fact, the average of the semantic distance per conversation between groups was not significant (t=0.06, df=19.82, p-value=0.96).

Therefore, we explored sequential coherence from the users’ perspective by analyzing whether the chatbots’ initiative to insert new topics disrupted or enriched the conversation sequence (RQ3). To answer this question, we analyzed what happens in a conversation when a chatbot sends a seed message (looking at the Comment aspect in the conversation structure analysis). Analysis of each seed message suggested that users followed or ignored the seed message, but the proportions of seed messages ignored by users were considerably large in both groups, as presented in Table 1. There was no statistically significant difference between the proportion of ignored seeds per conversation (t=0.92, df=21.82, p-value=0.37) or the proportion of followed messages per conversation (t=-1.02, df=21.70, p-value=0.32) between groups.

**Table 1: Mean of the frequency of chatbots’ seed messages tagged as ignored and followed per conversation.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interactions</th>
<th>Ignored chatbots’ seed messages</th>
<th>Followed chatbots’ seed messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After noticing the large number of ignored messages, we devised a sub-research question to investigate whether the phenomenon was related to the topics being discussed: **RQ3.1**: Is the seed message’s topic related to the reason why users ignored it?

When we looked at the topic of ignored seed messages, we observed that most topics were somehow discussed throughout the interaction, as summarized in Table 2. Two different phenomena explain this observation:

1. **Useless messages**: ignored seed message sometimes referred to a topic that had already been discussed; for instance, S-P07 ignored seed messages of three different topics (Culture, Shopping, and Nature), but when he did, he had already chatted about all those topics and probably already had enough information;

2. **Intrusive messages**: ignored message topics emerged later in conversation; in this case, chatbots inserted a topic that was not at first followed by the user, but was later requested by the user when another topic was perceived as finished. For instance, M-P02 ignored seed messages about Culture three times; later, she started a new topic asking about “historical places.” Sometimes, users followed a seed message the second (or even the third) time the chatbot inserted it, probably because it was the perceived proper time to start it. In this case, users are not simply ignoring messages, but rather sorting their interests.

**Table 2: Mean of the frequency of ignored topics somehow discussed and never discussed per conversation.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interactions</th>
<th>Ignored topics somehow discussed</th>
<th>Ignored topics never discussed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that the frequency of ignored topics that were tagged as never discussed is around 38%, regardless of the scenario. The frequency of ignored topics tagged as somehow discussed correspond to 58% and 63% in single- and multi-chatbots interactions, respectively. Another intriguing fact is that some users explicitly reported not knowing what else to ask for both scenarios (S-P09, S-P11, S-P15, M-P02, M-P22) after a few minutes of interaction. We also noticed that some users did not follow the seed messages, but they drew ideas from chatbots’ messages about what else they could ask. For instance, the following excerpt was extracted from M-P16’s interaction:

**M-P16: What is the closest place to shop?**

**Shopping agent: [general information about Midway Mall]**
Shopping agent: In Capitania das Artes you can buy products from local artists in the Artist's Store.

Culture agent: The Artist's Store is located at Capitania das Artes, headquarters of the city's Cultural Foundation, which hosts contemporary exhibitions of native artists. (...) The historic building and the beautiful view of the Potengi River are worthwhile.

M-P16: Which is the nearest museum?

In this excerpt, the Culture agent was not introducing a new topic, but rather it was pointing out more information about the place where Artist’s Store is located. Although conversation is still focused on shopping, the Cultural agent intervention likely inspired the user to ask about museums, since it talked about “historic buildings” and “exhibitions open to the public.”

Once more, the frequency of ignored topics somehow discussed (p-value=0.75, simulation-based test) and ignored topics never discussed (p-value=1, simulation-based test) per conversation is not significantly different between groups; hence, we do not have evidence to affirm that the multiplicity of chatbots as interlocutors influenced these behaviors.

We conclude that, regardless of the number of chatbots involved in the conversation, seed messages disrupt sequential coherence; but, they also might provide insights about conversational agents’ knowledge and how to explore it. However, it is important to define an interactional protocol that establishes the relevant transition point to insert them, reducing the substantial number of disruptive and ignored messages.

Other findings
This section presents other findings that came to light during the qualitative analysis and have implications for design.

Don’t talk too much: several participants expressed their frustration about long messages. Some conversational agents’ responses comprised more than 5 lines of text (presenting information about a specific place or describing options). Participants have complained about the time they spent reading those messages. In addition, conversational agents must identify when conversations should end. Some participants in our experiment explicitly declared a decision. For instance, the following propositions were written by S-P19 and M-P04, respectively: “Ok, I think I will go to the museum” [S-P19]; and “Ok, I will visit Morro do Careca” [M-P04]. These propositions stated a decision. However, the wizards had been instructed to end conversation only when the user sent a greeting for ending. So, after those propositions, users received responses giving information about museums or the site. Sometimes, these propositions were repetitions or additional information not requested by the user. In both cases, at the end of the conversation, users reported that they were confused or undecided.

Human likeness: although participants had similar profiles (see Participants and Groups section), the way they perceived the conversational agent differed. Some participants were extremely polite (using more formal vocabulary and interjections to demonstrate interest and engagement, apologizing, and so forth). For instance, the following sentences are all propositions sent by participant S-P19: “I may have expressed myself wrong.” “Could you help me with that?” “Yes, I would like to know more about Museum of Sacred Arts.” “Alright, you’ve said that before.”

On the other hand, some participants (most of them pursuing Computer Science majors) talked based on keywords. For instance, M-P20 based his conversation on “I want to...” questions. Participant S-P13 sent several propositions with only one word (such as “food,” “fairs,” “pubs”). Also, some participants assumed that chatbots would not understand typos. S-P21 rewrote at least two of his own propositions, due to typos. S-P09, M-P12, and S-P13 sent question marks as a subsequent proposition, assuming that chatbots would not know the previous proposition was a question. Curiously, some participants referred to the conversational agent (all occurrences in the single-chatbot set) using a gendered pronoun.

Dealing with language complexity: since people hold highly complex conversations; conversational agents should be able to understand and deal with some level of complexity. During our analysis, we observed three types of complexity problems: multiple topics in one proposition, restrictions, and comparisons.

Sometimes users talked about two different topics in a single proposition. For instance, M-P12 started his interaction with the following proposition: “I would like to travel to a place with a beach and with good cultural and accommodations options” [M-P12]. For a human, this proposition is easily broken into three different parts (beaches, culture, and accommodation), and a travel agent probably would address all those topics during conversations, without requiring the user to specify them again. However, when the conversational agents responded propositions with this kind of structure, they either chose one topic or sent a few messages in a row, one per topic they found in the proposition, which increased the number of ignored messages (M-P12 received two responses in a row—from the Nature and Cultural chatbots—and ignored both, subsequently starting a new topic). Regardless of the response strategy, conversational agents missed the users’ request trace, and, unless users asked again, they did not address the referred to, but undiscussed, topic.

Additionally, users imposed restrictions. For instance, S-P11, who was a participant with a Working task, asked: “Which is the best touristic spot to visit in the morning?” The conversational agent responded to this proposition with information about touristic spots but ignored the ‘in the morning’ restriction. Another example of restrictions was provided by M-P18, who tried to lead chatbots to recommend a place with two combined features: natural/local landscape and shopping. However, chatbots responses always addressed only one feature at a time.
Restrictions can also be defined when users send a question as a response to a previous question. For instance:

**Nature agent:** “Would you be interested in visiting Pipa Beach at night?”

**M-P18:** “Pipa Beach has stores?”

M-P18 intended to answer the questions, but her answer depended on whether the beach has stores. However, the user did not receive a proper answer, since the agent talked about stores and Pipa, but did not exactly relate the two features.

Finally, many users wanted answers to evaluative questions, which require subjective responses, such as “which is the best beach in Brazil?” [S-P05], “which are the best options in this city?” [S-P19], “Why should I visit Natal?” [S-P21]. The “best” beach or options would depend on the individual’s interests. The reason why S-P21 should visit Natal is probably not the same as why someone else should.

**DISCUSSION**

In this section, we discuss our findings and their implications for design. We situate the findings in terms of the literature, providing insights for chatbots research and design.

**Turn-taking:** our results show that people defined a perceived turn-taking protocol only in multi-chatbot scenarios, although chatbot behavior regarding inserting new topics was similar in both scenarios. Psychology studies of attention argue that exposing people to more than one stimuli requires cognitive effort to focus attention [11,55]. In single-chatbot interactions, users maintained their attention to the only agent talking to them, alternating turns, as suggested in the conversation analysis literature [52]. They probably received different topics as options and naturally used their next turn to choose an option and steer the conversation toward their interests. However, in multi-chatbots interactions, the fact that there were three agents gave rise to confusion, especially at the beginning of the conversation, when users first received three different stimuli (see Figures 1 and 2). They had to decide not only which topic to discuss, but also which agent to answer. To do so, participants tried to formally select the next speaker, a commonly adopted turn-taking protocol in human-human interactions [16,52,54], or simulate one-on-one conversations with all the three chatbots at the same time, alternating turns with them. Moreover, reported confusion and observed need to establish a turn-taking protocol can also be related to human-likeness. Since all the chatbots aimed to help the user, participants might feel uncomfortable about not giving them an opportunity to speak. In human-human interaction, it could be considered rude “to exclude some person from a conversation or to withhold a response to what someone else has said and in this way to ignore them” [59]. Bayser et al. [3] delegate the turn-taking organization to a moderator chatbot, which invites other chatbots to the conversation. When this moderator is not available, the chatbots must recognize the right moment to speak, especially when the utterance inserts a new topic.

Regarding gaps between messages, we could not relate delays to the occurrence of entangled messages (mostly because our participants did not start another thread, but rather waited for answers). This user behavior probably relates to the claim that pauses help to manage turn-taking in computer-mediated communication [2,48], in contrast to the “no gaps, no overlap” in spoken conversation [52]. When participants sent a message, the pause meant that the turn was complete and the chatbots should answer. However, the delay was too large from participants’ perspective. In this sense, our findings reiterate previous literature in human-computer interactions [32,33,61], where the outcomes on responsiveness highlight emotional, psychological, and behavioral effects. Design strategies could involve consolidated awareness techniques [30,38], which would inform the user that the chatbot is “thinking,” or even “distractor” messages (e.g., “Let’s see what I can suggest to you”), which would keep users engaged in the interaction.

**Sequential coherence:** Sequential coherence analysis showed that conversational agents should know the proper time to insert a new topic, so as not to disrupt conversation with unwanted messages, as discussed by Herring [25], especially when more than one chatbot is involved. In a multi-chatbot interaction, when more than one chatbot inserts new topics, users may understand that the agents are self-selecting a turn [2] and starting a new thread. As discussed in the previous section, users found this confusing and disruptive, as also observed in other contexts [68]. Conversational agents must be designed with a well-defined protocol that enables them to hold interactive conversation and not overload users with worthless information.

However, findings also show that the proactive behavior helps users learn to explore the database. Since some users reported not knowing what to ask after a few minutes, it is important to find ways to engage users in new topics and avoid prematurely ending the conversation. Uthus and Aha [65] underscored the necessity of developing chatbots capable of participating actively in a chat. The solution presented by Garrido et al. [15] presents more option from the database for each proposition, guiding the user to explore it, but it also decreases interactivity and turns the user into a passive ‘yes-no’ responder. The approach posited by Linden et al. [36] is more likely to maintain interactivity; however, it has a highly complex model for multi-domain chatbots. Thus, a protocol that maintains the sequential coherence and interactivity in a multi-domain scenario is an open challenge.

**Don’t talk too much:** according to Woodburn et al. [67], the frequency of turn exchange in chatting is high when compared to face-to-face communication, producing an intermittent exchange [2]. In addition, Hill et al. [27] state that human-agent interactions last longer than human-human interactions, but messages are shorter when chatbots are involved. Conversations that include chatbots should, therefore, be structured toward shorter messages and more frequent turn alternation [2,27]. However, as discussed in the
sequential coherence topic, it is also important to foster the user’s curiosity to avoid prematurely ending conversation. Thus, conversational agents should provide valuable details in shorter messages.

**Human likeness:** we observed that users hold different perceptions about conversational agents’ human likeness. The literature has demonstrated concerns about how people’s behaviors differ when they interact with other humans versus with artificial agents [27,40,49,57]. Results show different behaviors in agreement, confidence, conscientiousness, and other issues. When helping people to make decisions, it is important to inspire trust. Likely due to poor prior experiences, some participants that said they had interacted with conversational agents before revealed that they did not believe that the chatbots would give them appropriate information. Previous work has also shown that it is important to predict users’ perceptions about human-likeness and adapt agents’ behaviors to meet users’ expectations [35]. Hence, research on psychological and behavioral aspects related to users’ satisfaction and technology acceptance when interacting with an artificial agent is relevant and should be considered for interaction design.

**Dealing with language complexity:** although context is already highlighted by conversational agents literature [19,53,64], and the NLP field has overcome several challenges [28], problems related to discussing many topics in the same sentence and making restricted requests remain open challenges. Although APIs for chatbot development already provide solutions to parse requests with multiple topics, this poses challenges to integrate already available, specialized chatbots. The combination of specific outputs from different chatbots into a single, consistent response would require intelligence on the meta-chatbot or the adaptation of the multi-chatbots, which may not be possible. Regarding comparative questions, we believe that profile information could help. Conversational agent design could take advantage of users’ personal information about preferences and interests to match those with places’ characteristics and provide useful comparative information. For instance, a useful answer to S-P21’s question about the best beach, the agent could respond, “Because Natal has beautiful beaches with great waves where you can surf,” provided the agent knew about S-P21’s interest in the sport.

**Threats to validity**

Internal threats mostly relate to the database and subjectivity bias. Although our goal was not to validate the knowledge base, inconsistency or lack of information might cause frustration. To address this threat, we collected information from different and accredited data sources and only inserted information confirmed by more than one source. However, since qualitative analysis involves subjectivity, researchers’ judgments might introduce a bias in the results.

External threats relate to participants’ representativeness: our participants were all students around the same age. Furthermore, because of the characteristic of the university, all the participants had background in STEM and the number of males and females were unbalanced. Thus, results cannot be directly generalized, and more experiments should be performed considering other profiles. Besides, the small number of participants prevents quantitative analysis from providing conclusive results. Quantitative results should be considered as indicators that help to support our conclusions.

We used a Wizard of Oz approach to control for limitations of natural language processing, inspired in previous chatbots studies [6,62]. However, it is not possible to the wizards reproduce computational power, which introduced a time delay in both scenarios. Nevertheless, sequential coherence issues, such as confusion, highlighted in our results were more evident on multi-chatbots scenarios, where the participants did not complain about response time.

Finally, we recognize that human-chatbot interactions are a multi-faceted problem, and there are several conversational aspects where single- and multi-chatbots interactions may differ. We focused on interactional coherence because it may influence the success of task-oriented conversations [25]; hence, we focused on the measures that directly influence turn-taking and sequential coherence. We plan future replications of this study as an opportunity to investigate other conversational aspects and setup variances, such as the use of real chatbots; different number of interlocutors; the impact of repetition, misunderstanding and modification messages; theme; task; and participant profiles.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper compared users’ behaviors when interacting with single or multiple chatbots to gather information for decision-making. Human participants reported different communication experience, but the conversation structure remained similar between conditions. More specifically, users reported feeling more confused in multi-chatbots interactions, where they tried to adopt strategies to organize turn-taking. Also, we found that the conversational agents’ proactive behaviors disrupt sequential coherence, but also help users to explore a knowledge database; hence, proactive behavior should be developed with a well-defined protocol that reduces disruptive messages.

Our results suggest that when designing a conversational agent to help users make decisions, there is no evident reason to split the knowledge amongst more than one agent. Therefore, it is possible to leverage already available conversational agents and combine their knowledge to build a richer database. In this case, designers can choose between: a meta-chatbot user interface that orchestrates multiple agents in the background and overrides the multi-party aspect of interaction; or a multi-chatbot user interface with a well-defined interactional protocol that reduces stimuli overload. In both cases, designers should consider the importance of providing clues on how to explore chatbots’ knowledge, but also avoid sequential coherence disruption caused by unimportant messages.
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